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Chiral freedom and the scale of weak interactions
C. Wetterich
Institut fu¨r Theoretische Physik, Philosophenweg 16, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany
A second rank antisymmetric tensor field is proposed as an alternative to the Higgs scalar. No
mass term is allowed by the symmetries. At the scale where the asymptotically free chiral couplings
of the fermions grow large, condensates of top-antitop and bottom-antibottom may induce the
spontaneous breaking of the electroweak gauge symmetry. This would solve the gauge hierarchy
problem by dimensional transmutation, similar to QCD.
Convincing experimental evidence has established that
the electroweak interactions can be described by a “spon-
taneously broken gauge symmetry” [1]. The “order pa-
rameter” is a Lorentz-scalar and transforms as a doublet
of weak isospin. The symmetries imply that the masses
of the quarks and charged leptons are all proportional to
the electroweak order parameter 〈ϕ〉 ≈ 174 GeV , just
as the masses of the W - and Z-bosons. The standard
“Higgs mechanism” [2] assumes that the order parame-
ter arises from the expectation value of a “fundamental”
scalar field ϕ(x), the Higgs scalar. The fermion masses -
which contain the “chiral information” of the theory - are
determined by the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs scalar.
In turn, the Fermi scale 〈ϕ〉 is set by a free parameter of
the theory, i. e. the mass term µ2φ in the effective scalar
potential. Its small size is difficult to understand within
a unified theory.
The principal idea of this note relies on the observation
that the chiral information can also be carried by an an-
tisymmetric tensor field βmn(x). The renormalizable in-
teractions between the fermions ψ and the gauge bosons
preserve a large global flavor symmetry. The observed
fermion masses imply that this flavor symmetry must
be broken by couplings connecting the left- and right-
handed fermions ψL and ψR which belong to the repre-
sentations (2, 1) and (1, 2) of the Lorentz symmetry. Bi-
linears involving ψL and ψ¯R transform as (2, 1)⊗ (2, 1) =
(3, 1) + (1, 1) and similar for ψR ⊗ ψ¯L = (1, 3) + (1, 1).
The violation of the flavor symmetry may therefore ei-
ther involve the Higgs scalar (1, 1) or the antisymmetric
tensor βmn (3, 1) + (1, 3). In fact, the six components
of βmn = −βnm can be decomposed into two inequiva-
lent three dimensional irreducible representations of the
Lorentz group
β±mn =
1
2
βmn ± i
4
ǫmn
pqβpq, (1)
with ǫmnpq the totally antisymmetric tensor (ǫ0123 = 1).
We observe that the representations (3, 1) and (1, 3) are
complex conjugate to each other. (The Lorentz-indices
m,n... are raised by ηmn = diag(−1,+1,+1,+1).)
The complex fields β±mn should belong to doublets of
weak isospin and carry hypercharge Y = 1. The explicit
breaking of the flavor symmetry can then be encoded in
the “chiral couplings” F¯U,D,L, i.e.
−Lch = u¯RF¯U β˜+qL − q¯LF¯ †U
h
β+ uR
+d¯RF¯Dβ¯−qL − q¯LF¯ †Dβ−dR
+e¯RF¯Lβ¯−lL − l¯LF¯ †Lβ−eR. (2)
Here uR is a vector with three flavor components corre-
sponding to the right handed top, charm and up quarks
and similar for dR and eR for the right handed (b, s, d)
and (τ, µ, e) or qL, lL for the three flavors of left handed
quark and lepton doublets. Correspondingly, the chiral
couplings F¯U,D,L are 3× 3 matrices in generation space.
We have used the short hands (σmnγ5 = i2ǫ
mn
pqσ
pq)
β± =
1
2
β±mnσ
mn =
1
2
βmnσ
mn
± = β±
1± γ5
2
β¯± =
1
2
(β±mn)
∗σmn = D−1β†±D = β¯±
1∓ γ5
2
β˜+ = −iβT+τ2 ,
h
β+= iτ2β¯+ (3)
with σmn± =
1
2 (1 ± γ5)σmn, σmn = i2 [γm, γn] and ψ¯ =
ψ†D, D = γ0, γ5 = −iγ0γ1γ2γ3, ψL = 12 (1+γ5)ψ. The
transposition βT and τ2 act in weak isospin space, i.e. on
the two components of the weak doublet β+mn.
The Lagrangian (2) accounts for the most general
renormalizable interactions between β and the fermions
which are consistent with the gauge symmetries. Be-
yond conserved baryon number B and lepton number
L it is further invariant with respect to a global axial
U(1)A symmetry with chargesA = 1 for the right handed
fermions, A = −1 for the left handed ones, A = −2 for
β− and A = 2 for β+. Such an axial symmetry has
an important consequence: no mass term is allowed for
the fields β±! Indeed, a Lorentz singlet is contained in
β+β+ or β+(β−)∗, the first being forbidden by hyper-
charge and the second by axial symmetry. More gen-
erally, mass terms are forbidden by any symmetry un-
der which β+ and β− transform differently such that
β+(β−)∗ is not invariant. An example is a discrete ZN -
subgroup of U(1)A, N > 4. The minimal symmetry GA
is an axial Z2 symmetry where β− and dR, eR are odd
whereas all other fields have even parity. We will as-
sume that all interactions are invariant under the GA-
symmetry.
The absence of an allowed mass term is in sharp con-
trast to the Higgs mechanism and constitutes a crucial
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part of the solution of the hierarchy problem. On the
other hand, there exist kinetic terms ∼ (β+)∗β+ and
(β−)∗β−. The most general one allowed by all symme-
tries reads
−Lchkin = −(Dµβ+µρ)†Dνβ+νρ − (Dµβ−µρ)†Dνβ−νρ. (4)
Here Dµ is the covariant derivative involving the gauge
fields of SU(2)L × U(1)Y and the gravitational spin
connection and emµ denotes the vierbein. The action
SM =
∫
d4xeL, e = det(emµ ) =
√
g, involves in addi-
tion the usual covariant kinetic term for the fermions
and gauge fields of the standard model, as well as gravi-
tational parts. A kinetic term of this type has been dis-
cussed in the context of conformal supergravity [3] (see
also [4]). It does not admit an additional local gauge
symmetry.
Finally, dimensionless quartic couplings appear in the
form (β†β)2, (β†~τβ)2 with appropriate contractions of
Lorentz indices and an even number of factors involving
β+ or β−. Couplings of the type
(
(β+)†β−
)(
(β+)†β−
)
violate the continuous U(1)A symmetry, while the dis-
crete GA symmetry β
− → −β− is preserved [5].
The sign of the kinetic term is fixed by the positivity
of the energy density
ρ = −T 00 = {∂0Bk∗+ ∂0Bk+ + 2∂kBk∗+ ∂lBl+
−∂lBk∗+ ∂lBk+}+ (+→ −) (5)
where
Bk± = ±iβ0k± =
1
2
ǫkmnβ±mn. (6)
(The energy momentum tensor T µν obtains from vari-
ation of SM with respect to the vielbein.) A plane
wave of β+ (or β−) with momentum ~q = (0, 0, q) may
be decomposed into transversal and longitudinal modes
~B =
(
1√
2
(b1 + b2),− i√2 (b1− b2), b3
)
which obey the field
equations
(q0 + q)
2b1 = 0, (q0 − q)2b2 = 0, (q20 − q2)b3 = 0. (7)
Only the longitudinal component contributes to ρ
ρ = 2∂kb
∗
3∂kb3. (8)
With respect to plane waves the free theory is on the
borderline between stability and instability - the mass
and the kinetic energy for b1,2 both vanish. Beyond the
plane wave solutions the free theory admits secular solu-
tions that reflect the unboundedness of the free Hamilto-
nian [6]. In a borderline situation for the free theory the
interactions will decide on which side of the divide the in-
teracting theory lies. We argue in [5] (see also below) that
the interactions generate a non-perturbative mass term
that renders our model stable. All solutions of the field
equations derived from the quantum effective action have
then positive energy density. The particles correspond-
ing to the chiral antisymmetric tensor fields are stable
massive spin one particles, or resonances if their decay
into lighter particles is included.
The chiral couplings are asymptotically free - in con-
trast to the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs scalar. We
therefore call our scenario “chiral freedom”. The remark-
able feature is the opposite sign of the fermion anomalous
dimensions for the contribution from β± as compared to
the one from the Higgs scalar. We introduce an infrared
cutoff scale k [7] (or equivalently a renormalization scale
µ defined by nonvanishing “external momenta”). Ne-
glecting effects involving the electroweak gauge couplings
the running of the renormalized chiral couplings obeys
k
∂
∂k
FU = − 9
8π2
FUF
†
UFU −
3
8π2
FUF
†
DFD
+
1
4π2
FU tr(F
†
UFU )−
1
2π
2
g2sFU
k
∂
∂k
FD = − 9
8π2
FDF
†
DFD −
3
8π2
FDF
†
UFU (9)
+
1
4π2
FDtr(F
†
DFD +
1
3
F †LFL)−
1
2π2
g2sFD
k
∂
∂k
FL = − 9
8π2
FLF
†
LFL +
1
4π2
FL tr(F
†
DFD +
1
3
F †LFL)
There are no vertex corrections from β-exchange dia-
grams.
Very similar to QCD, chiral freedom comes in pair with
a characteristic infrared scale Λch where the chiral cou-
plings grow large. Let us concentrate on the single chiral
coupling of the top quark ft and neglect all other chiral
couplings and gs for the moment. The solution of the
evolution equation (9)
f2t (k) =
7π2
4 ln(k/Λ
(t)
ch )
(10)
exhibits by dimensional transmutation the “chiral scale”
Λ
(t)
ch where ft formally diverges. We propose that Λ
(t)
ch sets
also the characteristic mass scale for electroweak symme-
try breaking. The solution of the gauge hierarchy prob-
lem is then very similar to the understanding of a small
“confinement scale” ΛQCD in a setting with fundamental
scales given by some grand unified scale or the Planck
scale.
Indeed, we suggest that the strong coupling ft induces
a top-antitop condensate 〈t¯LtR〉 6= 0. Here t¯LtR plays
the role of a composite Higgs field [8] - a nonvanish-
ing expectation value leads to “spontaneous breaking”
of the electroweak gauge symmetry, giving the W - and
Z-bosons a mass while leaving the photon massless. The
composite Higgs doublet fields ϕt ∼ q¯LtR, ϕb ∼ b¯RqL
carry the same electroweak quantum numbers as the
usual “fundamental” Higgs field. If ϕt and ϕb are nor-
malized with a standard (gauge invariant) kinetic term
the observed masses of theW,Z-bosons follow for a Fermi
scale 〈ϕ〉 = (〈ϕt〉∗〈ϕt〉 + 〈ϕ∗b 〉〈ϕb〉)1/2 = 174 GeV . With
〈ϕ〉 = aΛch (where a remains to be computed) this can
be achieved by a suitable value of ft at some appropriate
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short distance scale. The symmetries allow for effective
Yukawa couplings of ϕt to the up-type quarks and ϕb
to the down-type quarks and charged leptons. With re-
spect to the axialGA-symmetry ϕt and ϕb carry the same
charges as β+ and β−. For 〈ϕt〉 6= 0, 〈ϕb〉 6= 0 all quarks
and charged leptons can acquire a mass.
For a first check if these ideas are reasonable we solve
the coupled gap equations for the top-quark- and β+-
propagators. The lowest order Schwinger-Dyson equa-
tion [9] for a possible top quark mass mt reads
mt = −4im∗t
∫
d4q
(2π)4
Rmn(q)δ
mnf2t (q)
q2 + |mt|2 (11)
with Rmn(q) the β
+−β+component of the β-propagator-
matrix. Formt = 0 one would have Rmn(q) = 0 by virtue
of conserved hypercharge. However, U(I)Y is sponta-
neously broken by 〈ϕt〉 6= 0 or mt 6= 0. By inserting
a top-quark loop we obtain the lowest order Schwinger-
Dyson equation for the inverse propagator of the electri-
cally neutral component of β+ and infer
Rmn(q)δ
mn =
72i
(
f∗t (q)
)2
I(q)
q4
, (12)
I(q) =
∫
d4q′
(2π)4
m2t
[(q′ + q2 )
2 + |mt|2][(q′ − q2 )2 + |mt|2]
.
Alternatively, we could integrate out the fields β± in fa-
vor of a non-local four-fermion interaction. In this purely
fermionic formulation (besides the gauge interactions) we
have recovered the term corresponding to the combina-
tion of eqs. (11)(12) in the Schwinger-Dyson equation at
two loop order.
For eqs. (11)(12) we have made several simplifications.
(i) We have replaced an effective momentum dependent
mass termmt(p) by a constant even though mt(p) is sup-
posed to vanish fast for large p2. This momentum depen-
dence would provide for an effective ultraviolet cutoff in
the q′-integral for I(q). We take this effect into account
by approximating (with Λt a suitable UV-cutoff)
I(q) =
im2t
32π2
ln
Λ4t + (|mt|2 + q2/4)2
(|mt|2 + q2/4)2 . (13)
(ii) We have used the classical β¯+ − β+ propagator for
the inversion of the two point function, as needed for the
computation of Rmn. This results in an IR-divergence
due to the squared propagator ∼ q−4. Presumably, the
full propagator will contain a mass term acting as an IR-
regulator (see below). We take this into account by lim-
iting the q-integral in eq. (11) to q2 > M2β > Λ
2
ch. Com-
bining eqs. (11-13) results in the condition (mt=ˆ|mt|)
∫ ∞
M2
β
/m2t
dx
x(x + 1)
ln
(
Λ4t
m4t (1+x/4)
2 + 1
)
(
ln
(
m2t
Λ
(t)
ch2
)
+ lnx
)2 = 4936 (14)
For not too largeM2β/m
2
t this has indeed a nontrivial so-
lution with mt > Λ
(t)
ch . For the example Λt = 3mt,Mβ =
mt one finds mt = 1.45 Λ
(t)
ch .
We conclude that the generation of a nonvanishing top-
antitop condensate 〈ϕt〉 6= 0 seems plausible. From a
different viewpoint, the gap equations have a nontrivial
solution if the chiral coupling ft exceeds a critical value.
This is always the case since ft grows to very large val-
ues unless an infrared cutoff ∼ mt is generated by elec-
troweak symmetry breaking. Our result corresponds to
ft(mt) = 6.8. A similar gap equation for the W -boson
mass could determine MW /Λ
(t)
ch - in consequence the ra-
tio mt/MW would become predictable! Its computation
amounts to the determination of the effective top quark
Yukawa coupling ht = mt/〈ϕt〉.
We will assume that both ϕt and ϕb acquire nonvan-
ishing expectation values such that all particles acquire a
mass proportional to the Fermi scale except the photon
and the neutrinos. One possible mechanism for inducing
〈ϕb〉 6= 0 is the continued running of the chiral coupling
fb. Its increase is not stopped by 〈ϕt〉 6= 0 and may result
in a second scale Λ
(b)
ch . Alternatively, effective interaction
terms of the type (ϕ†tϕb)(ϕ
†
bϕt) may trigger expectation
values of a similar size 〈ϕb〉 ≈ 〈ϕt〉. The quark- and
charged lepton masses are then generated by effective
Yukawa couplings U,D,L of the composite scalar fields
−Ly = u¯RUϕ˜tqL − q¯LU †ϕ˜†tuR
+d¯RDϕ
†
bqL − q¯LD†ϕbdR
+e¯RLϕ
†
blL − l¯LL†ϕbeR (15)
according to MU = U〈ϕt〉,MD = D〈ϕb〉∗,ML = L〈ϕb〉∗.
Possible generation and mixing patterns in the chiral
couplings FU,D,L will be reflected in the effective fermion
masses. It is always possible to make FU,D,L diagonal
and real by appropriate chiral transformations. This re-
sults in a Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa-type mixing ma-
trix for the weak interactions and renders issues like
particle decays, strangeness violating neutral currents or
CP-violation very similar to the Higgs-mechanism in the
standard model. Up to the small weak interaction effects
the diagonal FU,D,L imply separately conserved quantum
numbers for the different fermion species - in turn also
the mass matricesMU,D,L must be diagonal in this basis.
The transmission of generation structures from the chiral
couplings F to the mass matricesM can be understood in
terms of symmetries. As an example, consider diagonal
FU,D with ft and fb as the only nonvanishing entries.
Omitting again weak interactions this would result in
an enhanced global chiral SU(4)L × SU(4)R-symmetry
acting on u, d, s, c. Such a flavor symmetry would not
be affected by nonzero 〈t¯LtR〉, 〈b¯RbL〉 and forbids mass
terms for the four “light” quark flavors. Switching on fc
(and/or off diagonal Ftc, Fct) allows for the generation of
a charm quark mass. Now the flavor symmetry is reduced
to SU(3)L × SU(3)R and we recover the usual setting of
3
chiral symmetries in QCD with three massless quarks,
including the anomalous axial symmetry. Similar con-
siderations hold for the different scales of ms and mu,d
and for the hierarchies of the charged lepton masses.
The strong chiral interactions can also lead to the
generation of mass terms for the chiral tensors. This
issue is best understood in a field basis which reflects
more closely the particle content for massive chiral ten-
sor fields, namely massive spin one particles - the “chi-
rons”. With respect to the little group for massive par-
ticles SO(3) the antisymmetric tensors are equivalent to
vectors. We define
S±µ =
∂ν√
∂2
β±νµ , ∂µS±µ = 0 (16)
such that the kinetic term (4) reads
−Lchkin = (∂νS+µ)†(∂νS+µ ) + (∂νS−µ)†(∂νS−µ ). (17)
A non-perturbatively generated mass term
−LchM = m2+(S+µ)†S+µ +m2−(S−µ)†S−µ (18)
renders the free chirons classically stable. Indeed, the
issue of stability is decided by the properties of the so-
lutions of the field equations derived from the quantum
effective action rather than the classical action. The pres-
ence of a mass term (18) with positive m2± implies a pos-
itive energy density for the asymptotic solutions. In this
case our model has neither ghosts nor tachyons and the
interactions have pushed the free theory of chiral tensors
towards the side of stability. Including also an imaginary
part in m2± reflecting the decays into lighter particles,
the chirons become massive spin one resonances. Their
description is fully consistent, with a similar status in
several respects as the massive ρ-mesons in QCD. We ac-
tually expect the width of the chirons to be rather broad.
In view of the small couplings to the quarks of the first
generation their detection at LHC will not be easy.
In terms of the original fields β±µν the mass term (18)
is not local. It cannot be generated perturbatively. Nev-
ertheless, nonvanishing mass terms proportional to the
non-perturbative scale Λch (where the chiral couplings
grow large) seem plausible [5]. We also note that the
spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking induces new
effective cubic couplings for the chiral tensors which
would be forbidden by an unbroken gauge symmetry. In
presence of such cubic couplings the loops with interme-
diate chiral tensors indeed generate a contribution to the
mass term of the type (18), with ∆m2± proportional to
the square of the effective cubic coupling [5].
Let us close this note by a few remarks on the predic-
tivity of our model and possible future tests. By parame-
ter counting the entries in the effective quark and lepton
mass matrices MU,D,L correspond to free parameters in
the chiral couplings FU,D,L. If no further relevant (or
marginal) couplings beyond ft, g play a role, the ratio
MW /mt becomes a prediction. However, we note that
it is possible that the renormalizable quartic couplings
∼ β4 (not discussed here) influence this relation. The ef-
fective masses of the composite scalar fields ϕt, ϕb as well
as the masses of β± are predictable. Radiative correc-
tions and the detailed structure of effective vertices may
be modified by the presence of the β-field. The strongest
influence is expected in the t and b-sectors due to the
strong chiral couplings ft, fb. In [5] we argue that the
present observations impose a bound on the chiron mass
of approximately Mc & 300 GeV. Of particular interest
is the mixing between the chirons and the photons which
results in a correction to the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment of the muon. A more detailed investigation of the
effective interactions, for example by the use of functional
renormalization [7], may reveal very interesting features
of new physics. This should answer the question if chi-
ral freedom results in an acceptable solution of the gauge
hierarchy problem.
Note added: The author thanks M. V. Chizhov for
sending his work on antisymmetric tensor fields [4] after
the first e-print version of this letter and pointing out
that asymptotic freedom has been found earlier in an
abelian model for chiral tensors. Since the first version
we have also extended the discussion of mass generation
for chiral tensors, stability of our model as well as phe-
nomenological implications [5], [6].
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